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March 3, 2011

Dear RuFES Action Network,

EARN IT and GROW IT

RuFES to Rural America: Macro Your Micro!

Rural America loves its small businesses. Rural families and communities often

rely on very small local enterprises to provide many essential local goods,

services — and jobs. Advancing micro-businesses — concerns that employ only

one to a handful of people — is one way to create sustainable jobs and build local

wealth in rural communities.

How important is it? Consider this not-so-small fact: The number of rural

residents who are self-employed has doubled in the last three decades, with

around 5.66 million self-employed (full- or part-time) rural workers pursuing the

microenterprise path to patch together a livelihood in their communities.

However, these small and fledgling businesses often don’t know about or have

trouble finding the technical assistance or loans they need to strengthen and

grow the business — especially in these difficult economic times. That is why

microenterprise development organizations and lenders can play a critical role in

helping rural communities and families get ahead.

In this RuFES Alert, we offer three timely items for rural leaders,

programs and practitioners who want to strengthen their community's

microenterprise: one gathering, one ongoing resource, and one policy

update.

The Association for Enterprise Opportunity (AEO), the association of

microenterprise programs and supporters in the U.S., is holding its 20th

Annual National Microenterprise Conference on May 2-4 in

Washington, DC. This is an excellent opportunity to convene with

microenterprise practitioners, funders, policymakers, and industry partners to

focus on how to improve the local programs on the ground that are helping to

support and grow micro-businesses. The theme for 2011 is Main Street

Matters, focusing on solutions that will help businesses to recuperate and

improve during this period of economic recovery. There will be opportunities

at the conference not only to network with fellow practitioners, but also to

find out about the issues that inform and define national policy related to

Main Street job creation work. To find out more and to register if interested,

click HERE. Early bird registration ends March 15th.

1.

The Association for Enterprise Opportunity, in partnership with FIELD at the

Aspen Institute, is currently accepting applications for new members of the

Scale Academy for Microenterprise Development. The Scale Academy is a

multi-year initiative that helps selected microenterprise programs achieve

2.
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their next level of performance, by offering organizational development

grants, peer learning and technical assistance. You can find the Scale

Academy RFP on FIELD's website. Applications are due March 21st. And

while you're on the FIELD website, check out their many useful resources,

such as:

A selection of best practice resources, including an Action Planning Kit to

assist practitioners reflect on and advance their work.

For those of you who really want to step up your game, check out FIELD's

MicroTest initiative, a management tool to help microenterprise support

programs measure and improve their performance. While there is some

cost for the tool, it provides great data collection, reporting tools, analysis

and consulting services that can help you take your program to the next

level. If you want to find out more, consider attending an informational

webinar on March 17th (1:00 PM-2:30 PM EDT). Register HERE.

The U.S. Microenterprise Directory and Census, which allows you to

search for microenterprise programs from around the country.

There is also a collection of helpful webinars and podcasts on the website.

Check them out!

On the policy front, even though many policymakers emphasize the

importance of new job creation and investment in the future, the budget cuts

reflected in both House FY2011 funding and the President's proposed FY2012

budget hit microenterprise hard. The FY2011 budget, which passed the

House, includes cuts for employment services (Workforce Investment Act by

48%) and community lending (CDFI Fund by 80%). The President's proposed

FY2012 budget eliminates funding for technical assistance provided by

community organizations, and reduces the funding for technical assistance

under the Small Business Administration's (SBA) Microloan Program by more

than fifty percent. If you want to know more or learn what you can do, visit

AEO's website.

3.

We hope these Action Alerts energize your RuFES deeds and aspirations. Help us

spark more RuFES action! How? Simply contact us with any news, ideas or

opportunities that can help your RuFES colleagues across the nation.

Your RuFES Action Team,

John Molinaro, Janet Topolsky, Kelly Malone, Elsa Noterman

Aspen Institute Community Strategies Group
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